2001 f150 led fog lights
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Choose Options. Put me on the Waiting List. Price Match. You'll notice the difference between
the weak factory stock bulbs immediately after installing these technologically advanced LED
Fog Lights created by Diode Dynamics. These lights give off a modern "Cool White" beam that
gives your truck a crisp and luxurious look while remaining street legal. Most copycat
competitors use economy-grade LED chips in order to reduce costs in their bulbs which greatly
reduces the reliability and overall brightness of the bulb when you compare it to the superior
products offered by Diode Dynamics. Bulb Options: Using the drop-down menu, select the bulb
option that best suits your needs of brightness. XP80 Lumens - Each of the 4 sides of this bulb
contain 5W-rated chips and the top is fitted with 4 more under a projector lens, providing one of
the brightest LED lights on the market. Write a Review. Reviews Sorting most helpful to least
helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to oldest oldest to newest. After researching
the different options on Stage3's website which I was relieved to see had plenty of information I
went with the XP80's. As stated in other reviews, installation was easy the smaller your hands,
the easier it is. After Installing these the XP80 in Cool White I was thinking these should have
been the factory stock fog lamps, they match the color and intensity of the stock LED
headlights almost perfectly. The halogen fog lights the truck came with looked almost yellow by
comparison. The lights are a simple, direct replacement for the stock models. If you want to
match the stock LED headlights in appearance and brightness, go with the XP80's, if you want
to see a lot further down the road with the fog lamps, go with the XML2's which I might
purchase just in case I take a long road trip. Highly Recommended..!! Did you find this helpful?
When i got my pair of XML2's i wasn't sure how bright they would actually be. They put out a lot
of light almost too much to use on public roads. The only problem I had was the installation, be
careful when installing these because when you twist them into place they don't grab the
housing so you must push hard to get them secured properly. I selected the XP The are very
bright, but not overwhelming to incoming drivers. XP80s look great. Bought to match color of
the HID headlights. VERY bright! Bought the XML2 K. The match is almost perfect to stock.
Install was easy, however the bulb doesn't fit as tight as some of the reviews say. The pictures
are stock vs. XML2 K: Using in original fog light housing. Very bright! Much brighter than
original. Did not have to readjust. Plug and play. A little difficult fit. Lack of space on F fender.
TIP: use a narrow screwdriver in one of the air slots to lightly twist into place. Well
recommended. Very nice set of fogs. I used fleds and they were absolute garbage. These

haven't flickered or went out and use them everyday. Received these promptly from Stage 3
after my order. Install was fairly simple. I found turning the front wheel made access to the fog
lights a bit easier on the ground. The 2 larger tabs go at the 10 and 2 o'clock position on the
install. The lights can be installed not in the correct orientation but you will notice it right away
as they fall out if they are not in the correct orientation and the actual LED is not at the 9 and 3
o'clock position. Huge improvement over stock. Highly recommended. Nice, crisp look without
being overwhelmingly bright. Installation pointer - when installing the driver side light, turn the
steering wheel to the left to give yourself more room. Overall great product and dealing with
Stage3 also great as always! After reading the reviews on this site, I purchased the XP80's, and
couldn't be happier. They were delivered quickly, and if you have ever installed headlight or
running light bulbs in a vehicle, it will take you less than 5 minutes to put these in. I have had
my truck for six months, and I really wish I had found these earlier. These match perfectly with
the stock LED headlights in color, and should have been what came with this truck in the first
place. Great purchasing and user experience. Easiest mod ever. Literally takes less than 5
minutes. They seem to be high quality and are extremely bright. I got the XP80's. Thanks stage3.
I was looking to add more of a fog light to my new F, instead of the factory lights that light up 2
feet in front of the truck. After reading the reviews, I decided on the XML2 k lumens to give that
yellow fog light appearance. Installation was a little tight but very easy to insert and seat twist
the bulb into place. Some have said that the LED lights do not generate enough heat to melt
snow off the lenses. Winter is coming so I will see. I am happy with the purchase and would do
it again. One thing I did notice is that these lights all seem to have a blue tint or hue to the light
they emit. The lights I bought have a yellow tint to the bulb. When you add blue and yellow, you
get green. I was expecting just a yellow light. Like the old Hela halogen fog lights. The color that
these bulbs put out have a slight green hue or tint to them around the edges of the light pattern
on the ground. Not objectionable, just different from being all yellow. When looking at the truck
all you notice is the yellow-ish lights. Keep in mind these lights are putting out a lot of lumens
and the spectrum Kalvin so the color is light. Light yellow, light blue, etc. An easy upgrade that
works. Not sure if the Bulb is the right fit for the I have stock bulbs and no matter how hard I
tried, could not get the bulb to click in to place by rotating it. They do fit and i made them stay in
place with a slight modification. I have the XML2 k and they look great. They match the HID
headlamps but are borderline too bright. Very nice!! If I would have known these looked as good
as they do, I would have purchased them as soon as I bought the truck. The aluminum tabs that
lock it in place are so sharp that it makes it impossible to turn them in to lock them in place.
What I did find it that if you file the leading edge so it helps it slide in then they go in a lot better.
The manufacture should do this as a manufactured step. The XP80's look good but are brighter
than the stock hid headlights. Just ordered the K replacement bulbs to match the bright white!
This is for the cool white XML2 fog lights. Pretty good color match to LED headlights. Quick and
easy installation, if can bend your wrists, less than 2 minutes a side! They are quite bright,
meaning they will fill light from your bumper all the way to the start of your headlights and then
some! Not too bright like some people say though. Glad I bought the brighter ones, they have
an outstanding beam spread even for led! Simple and easy installation. Great warranty as well.
You can tell just by holding them, they are a high quality product. Without a doubt, I would buy
these ones again. Quick shipping through stage 3 as well. Customer service is also top notch.
Quick shipping! Fairly easy install one required a little bit of filing to get it to fully click into
place. They are bright! I am getting brighted semi-regularly; therefore, I likely need to adjust the
projection down slightly, which I plan to do this weekend. Lights are super bright. Very good
fitment and quality. A little upset that they are not the same color as the factory HID's. These
look to be k and factory is k. Easy install, had my wife install cause my hand are to big to fit
behind fog lights. Easy plug and play and they look amazing!! Nice and bright white! I
purchased these for my Ford F and was blown away by the quality of these fog lights. I traded
that truck in for a F XLT and these lights went right in. True plug and play and man they look
great! Driver side install was very easy, the passenger side is a tight fit so I removed a couple
bolts from the fender for some extra room. All in all great light and huge difference, highly
recommend. This is just what my truck needed. I don't know why my truck came with halogen
fog lights when I have the LED headlights. Anyway, the XP80 bulbs are a perfect compliment to
the headlights and a lot brighter than the halogen. They were a easy installation also. These are
great fog lights. I went with the hp48 and am happy. They have the same color as my led
headlights. They are about the same brightness as the oem halogens but is better because of
the nice white light shining. If you are wanting it to shine more then consider the higher lumens.
But for the price I'm very happy. If you are looking for the easiest upgrade to your fog lights
Went with the K version, and they are outstanding. The match with the factory LED headlights
are perfect. Insulation was not as easy as all of the videos show. Unless you have a grip of a

football player, it is extreemly difficult to turn the bulb into place. And if you had the hand the
size of a football player, you could not reach into the under wheel well anyways. The easiest
way is to disconnect the pulb plug, take out the adjustment screw, and pry out the entire fog
light housing from the front of the bumper, and change out the bulbs. Total install time was less
then 30 minutes once I figured the easiest way. Great bulbs. Very bright. Got the XML2 5k. Love
the way the came out on my truck and YES they do fit the F fog light assembly. If anyone was
unsure. I took the risk and bought them. Glad I did. Easy install took me 10 min. Great product
so far. Let's see how long they last. Good upgrade vs factory bulbs and easy to install. Wow is
an understatement! I wish I could upload a pic so you guys can see how amazing these bulbs
look on the truck. These bulbs are a perfect match with the factory LED bulbs that comes in the
truck. I am extremely happy with the XP The purchase and delivery was great. The bulbs were
installed fairly easily once I got the hang of it. Took about minutes. I got the XML2 in k. They
work great and look good. While they are nice and bright, it does not blind oncoming dtivers,
but can be noticeably bright to oncoming drivers. I think the k are noticeably more crisp white
than the stock LED headlights and stands out pretty well. I think I will order the XP80 for a better
match and to tone down the brightness. Maybe I'll go with the XML2 4 or k. I will do more
research and get more feedback before I purchase another set. Very good product. I'm very
satisfied with the product. I purchased the k color lights which perfectly match the light output
color of the stock F LED headlights. The lights are supposed to be installed so that the LED
direction is from side-to-side horizontally. When I installed these, the passenger side light
slipped easily into the housing in the correct direction. When I installed the driver's side light,
for some reason I couldn't get the tabs to slide into the light bracket. After about 5 minutes of
playing with it I got it in place, however when checking the position of the light, it was installed
vertically. When I attempted to remove the light it wouldn't come out. So I followed Murphy's 5th
law: If it doesn't go, force it. If it breaks it probably needs replacing anyway. Well, that's what
happened and the plastic housing on the back of the bracket snapped off. In summary, the
lights are a quality product and I like the look in addition to the performance of the light when in
use. I'd do it again, but would caution everyone on carefully pre-position the lights to ensure a
correct installation. Fantastic light output, these lights really make a difference driving at night
through fog or snow. The colour of the lights perfectly matches the stock headlight LEDs. The
only improvement I would suggest would be to the install directions. If you have a SuperCrew, it
will make your life so much easier to remove the wheel liners for the install. It's next to
impossible to get these bulbs installed without doing so, especially if you have larger hands.
Nice packaging from stage3. Easy install, plug and play application. The wires are a bit long so
just grab a zip tie and secure it behind the bumper. Love them. These bulbs are fantastic I went
with the XLM2 k. These are dead white the oem led headlights have a more bluish color so for
an exact match go with the k. Installation is easy although the ones I got when you try to push
hard and turn the bulb and slots started turning instead of clicking in. I head to take the fog light
housing out to get these to click on all the way to my satisfaction. If you do have to do this like I
had to just make sure you have a way to reinstall the housings at the oem angle. I did this by
letting the light hit my garage at a fixed distance put painters tape at the top of the beam then
from the same distance worked the adjustment screw on the housing to match the top of the
beam to the bottom of the tape. Definitely more of a pain then I expected but it was worth it the
lights are fantastic. The lights appear to be very well constructed and put out a good deal of
light for their size. The fitment into the stock housing is rather difficult though with not the same
OEM fit as the stock bulbs. They need to improve the fit as you are not sure if they are really in
securely or not. Shipped out fast and looks great on my truck thx stage3!! I bought these fog
lights to match the color of the factory projector headlights. They match perfectly and were easy
to install. Well worth the money and time! These lights are as advertised. Came nicely
packaged, arrived quickly, easy to install and very bright. Matched my LED headlights perfectly.
A great improvement over the stock washed out fog lights. Good value for the money. I
recomend. Bought a pair of XML2 K fog lights and would recommend them to anyone. They
were very easy to install and match the factory projector headlights very well. Totally worth the
money!! Superior LED fog light replacement for your factory halogen bulbs. The video from
diode dynamic makes swapping these lights for your factory bulbs look easy. That being said,
they're a little tricky but with finesse, will fit nicely. They're quite a bit bigger than the factory
lights but the quality construction is awesome. I purchased the k lights for a nice yellow fog
light appearance. Thanks Stage3 Motorsports for fast shipping and excellent customer service.
Plug and play as described. Easy to install, smaller hands would help. Quality is good and the
lights are bright. Got k to match led headlamps. Had to remove couple screws in fender liner to
gain access. Turn wheels to side for more room. Not as easy as you 2 vids show. Easy install.
Plugged them in and flipped the switch. Bought these to replace factory bulbs and they are a

big improvement,put out way more light,simple to install,have since put in hid kit k,wow I can
see at night now! These are the simplest of installs, just unscrew the factory lights and screw in
these. They are very bright and perfectly match the LED light bar that came installed on my
Lund bull bar. They are very bright, but that being said the quality of the light doesn't seem to
be as good as the factory ones. What I mean is they just make light,the focus doesn't seem to
be there for being in the same housing as the originals. Perfectly matches the factory led head
lights. Install took about 10min total. Great product. Should have come with the truck. Plug and
play install. Super easy to install and they look really sharp. The only regret I have is not buying
the XML2's, I went with the cheapest ones and although they look great, they don't put out a ton
of light. Still a great product though for the money! Lights look awesome. Install was a breeze!!!
Love the product!!! I ordered the XP80's and they arrived very quickly 3 days. Installation took
less than 5 minutes. They matched the LED headlights perfectly and look great. This was a
much needed upgrade over my factory yellow fog lights. I'm not sure why Ford didn't do this in
the first place like they did on our Explorer. The only con is that I don't think they are very bright
and don't light up the road as much as I had hoped. I am considering ordering the or k version
to see if that makes a difference. Don't get me wrong, these make my truck look x better but I
think I would like it to be a bit brighter. Ordered the XP80, very easy to install, took 5 min. They
look great and match my HID headlights. As always Stage 3 Motorsports is a great company to
order from. Fast, free shipping. I was expecting a brighter light being projected. As far as
dealing with stage 3 motorsports, they performed as expected, no complaints. Installation was
super simple and the finished product is beautiful! These are perfect! Install was less than 5 min
each light. They look great. These fog lights match the stock HID headlights perfectly. I
purchased the XML2 k. Install can be tough when you have big hands, but still required no
tools. This should be made stock equipment by Ford. Without a doubt, one of the best upgrades
that you can make in a vehicle, bar none! Installation was a breeze 5 minutes each , brightness
matched the OEM LED headlights beautifully, definitely worth every penny, and arrived on-time,
as described. Wouldn't hesitate to buy anything from Stage3 in the future. Website was easy to
navigate and offers a multitude of options to improve my truck. Took less than 5 minutes per
side, was able to lie on the ground and reach fog lights easily. Noticeably brighter, k is brilliant
pure white. No problems with blinding on-coming traffic. Have not used in fog or heavy snow
yet. XML2 K worked great for me Is a little snug fit to get them in the socket but it didn't take me
longer than 15 minutes to install both. Very satisfied thus far! First off, Diode Dynamics makes
great products in general. The build quality and light putout is ridiculously great for the price.
My truck so a xlt f with hid's. I installed the xp80's onto my truck to better match the headlights.
These bulbs are very close to the hid's in color, maybe a touch more blue. Install took 2 minutes
tops. Turn your steering wheel all the way to one side before you shut down and you'll be able
to easily access each bulb. Much brighter than stock, I feel like I finally have fog lights as the
stock ones did nothing. The stock lights just suck Once we got the lights installed they look
awesome. They are also very bright and match OEM headlight color. Installation was tough. We
discovered the tabs on the new lights don't slid into place very well. If you simply sand off the
sharp edges this will allow for easier installation. If you read other reviews it seems others had
the same problem I would highly recommend this product and stage three! Bought the XP80
bulbs for my trucks, definitely an improvement from the factory halogens. Wish they were a
closer colour match to the headlights - any suggestions? Great looking lights - Platinum. I
ordered the XP80 for my F Platinum based on the reviews here on the site. A few reviews
mentioned trouble on the installation, but I found turning the wheel gave you plenty of room to
install these lights. My 6 year old son and I installed them in about 15 minutes. If you want to get
rid of that yellow stock look, this is the way to go. They are super bright and a perfect shade of
yellow for fog lights. It's not as easy as the video, to put these into a F, you'll need some
contorting skills to get these to go in and Lock into place. Just some patience, they do fit
eventually and since they are LED's you won't have to replace them for a very longtime. Great
lights for my F, I bought the XP80 and they are bright. Installation was simple and plug-and-play.
I felt like they needed quite a bit of adjustment at least to my liking! These XML2 K replacement
bulbs are awesome! They match the LED headlights perfectly. I actually think they are brighter
than the headlights. I added a little grease to the outside seats and they snapped in easily. Just
installed these, did t even find them tighter to fit as some folks have. I have the a package that
included the LED headlights, could not believe they put yellow halogen fog lamps in. Just
looked terrible in my opinion. These were easy to install, Matched stock LEDs, and looks like it
should have from the dealer. Fantastic lights, perfect replacement for those yellow halogens!
Would recommend them to any one. A major difference in light over stock. Bought the xml2 and
these are the brightest fog lights I have ever seen! They make my truck have a very clean look
to it with the white lights. I would highly recommend these lights and buy them again!!!

Excellent product I bought the XLM2 6k and they are very bright, white, they work great and
install was very easy. Diode Dynamics bulbs are always excellent quality and long lasting. I truly
love these lights. They are very bright and give me the best visibility. It goes perfect with my
projector headlights i have with it. Its perfect. The only issue i have is not knowing from anyone
if these light i can actually use at night for driving. So many people say i can and many have
said i cant because it to bright and it isnt street legal. I want to use them at night with my
headlights but i need to know if i can. Im not trying to get pulled over and asked to take it off.
Awesome lighting! Exactly what I wanted, a whiter light to replace stock driving light. A little
tricky to get them in no maneuvering room. Definitely recommend to match LED headlights.
Perfect color match signature to my headlights but a little bright oh well. Installation was a little
hard but was expected. Bought these to replace my stock fog lights. Could not be happier with
my purchase. Stage 3 got them to me fast. Easy install took about 10 mins total. Made my fog
lights match my hid headlamps instead of the stupid looking yellow stock ones. Very bright and
sharp looking. Highly recommended! Super easy install, just a couple minutes. Way brighter
than stock, very crisp white. Makes the truck look great and improves visibility. Awesome lights.
Really bright! I had them installed while I was getting other work done and the installer wanted
to buy some himself. Just received these today and installed them. Removal of the OEM
halogen bulb and installation of installation of the new Diode Dynamics bulbs was
straightforward. Attached pictures give you a little contrast my apologies - just did this before
dusk so the contrast between the OEM and the Diode Dynamics is not as apparent in the photo.
Arrived a few days after ordering. Installed the first light on the left side and everything went
fine. Went to install the second one and could not because the socket of the light spun freely
against the bulb. There is a 1. After calling Stage 3 to inform them of the problem, I was told
they received a bad batch and to return the defective bulbs. When I attempted to remove the left
bulb, the same thing happened to it so I had to completely remove the fog light fixture to get
this bulb out so it could be returned. I was told that I would receive an email with an RMA
number to return the bulbs. At this point, I have not received the email. I was also told that a
new set would be sent to me when they see activity on the return of the defective bulbs. This
means that it will be a couple of weeks before I see replacements. I will get the new ones
because they were so expensive. I am going to inspect them a lot better prior to installing them
this time. They are bright, however, based on my experience I would find another product
because I am not so impressed so far with my experience here. As soon as i finished installing
them, had to write a review, great product!! Huge difference from stocks, love the difference and
definetly the most easiest upgrade I have ever done. Purchased the XML2 yellow bulbs. Easy
install, about 20 minutes. These bulbs are top notch awesome quality. Went with yellow for poor
visibility conditions when less reflection is needed lift for, rain or snow. I purchased the XP
bulbs and am completely satisfied! Installation was a breeze, taking less than 15 minutes. These
lights are a close match to the factory led headlights. They are much brighter than the dingy
OEM fog lights that came with the truck. Do yourself a favor and get these led's! Quick and easy
install. Worked great the first time and look and work perfectly. Way brighter than stock bulbs
easy to install highly recommend. Install very easy. Lights now match. They are not as bright as
thought they would be, or should I say project as far as I had hoped. But the look is unbeatable.
Regardless of the brightness I'm very pleased. Really nice lights. I was not disappointed once I
got them installed. Very well built and they illuminate about as good as the head lamps. I was
looking to replace the ugly yellow factory fog lamps that came on my truck, as they totally
clashed with the factory LED headlamps. I was going to originally purchase the HP48 bulbs, but
after reading other reviews about the XP80 bulbs being such a close match to the factory LEDs,
I decided to go with them instead. I'm super glad I did. They are a near perfect match and they
made my truck look a thousand times better because let's face it, Ford did a terrible job by
putting factory yellow halogen fog lamps bulbs on a truck with factory white LED headlamps.
The installation was a sinch as well. I couldn't be happier. Tried to install but bulb housing lock
ring would keep spinning around not allowing me to lock the bulb properly into the fog light
housing. Called Stage3Motorsports and talked to several team members about this issue. They
contacted Diode Dynamics and now we're doing a bulb exchange in which I'm receiving an
updated model of the bulbs. For the original fog lamp bulbs I give them a zero These are great.
Super bright I got the k , color matches the HID headlamps. Great product - they look
phenomenal with the stock LED lights. Install was about 10 minutes. Great lighting on the truck.
Super easy to install. Great price with fast delivery. Took maybe thirty minutes. Bulb fits just
fine it's getting it to lock in place that's the tricky part since the area between the fog lights and
bumper is tight. They work great and look great. Have Questions? Was this answer helpful?
Submit an answer. What sort of heat do the XML2's put off? How bad is the glare coming from
the XML2 bulbs in the factory fog housings? I'm worried about blinding people on the road.

They do have a noticeable amount of upwards glare, however, your fog lights should be aimed
slightly downward and out from the factory which helps to minimize blinding other drivers. If
you are concerned about brightness, the lower-tier XP80s still put out a ton of light, but are far
less drastic than the XML2s. When I click on the fog lights that cost 80 why does it show Do the
XML2 require wiring or are they just drop in lights? I love the brightness but don't want to have
to wire new lights just want it simple and very bright. No wiring is required. They are drop-in
replacements for the stock bulbs. Have there been any issues with the XML2s in winter
environments? We haven't heard of any issues as of yet. What is the Kelvin rating on these? Is
there a bulb that will match the bright white of the factory HID? These fog light LED
replacements have a K color rating, which should be a fairly bright, clean, white look. I have the
replacement k hid headlights. I have the xp 80 fog lights but my head lights are bluer. Will the
XML2 fog lights be the same colour as my k headlights? They'll just be brighter. How bright are
the HP48? They're noticeably brighter than stock without being too intense. Check out this
comparison image for an output estimate. Reward Points. Ships From Manufacturer. Ships in
Business Days Free Shipping! Ships in 1 Business Day Free Shipping! Morimoto 2Stroke 3.
Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You subscribed successfully.
You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search Search. Manufactured from top
quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Got a burned out
or broken fog light bulb? KC HiLites is a
2000 wrangler
2001 monte carlo aftermarket radio installation
white ford probe
n industr Established in , ACDelco manufacture We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fog Light Bulb part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: AC Part Number: K Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Nov 27, My H2 parts. I recently bought a fog light for my
H2, I had looked for it in the stores that are near me with no luck, my vehicle had been
discontinued and the parts are seldom, thanks for meeting my needs! Cecilia Mirabal.
Purchased on Nov 11, Apr 09, Gene Britton. Purchased on Mar 26, Feb 24, Purchased on Feb 24,
Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

